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Aligning Media Content is hard
Aligning media content with ever-changing 
guidelines poses a significant challenge.

Current methods of aligning content with 
guidelines are labor-intensive, error-prone, and 
struggle to keep pace with digital growth.

Problem

Challenge



Elevate your content with precision
Meet ContentCompass, your AI-powered ally in the realm of content 
creation.

Solution

1.

Effortlessly align your 
text, audio, and video 
content with any trends 
or guidelines you want.

2.

Get insightful scores, 
actionable feedback, 
and ensure your work 
remains compliant.

3.

Classify, compare, 
analyze, and relate 
without needing 
manual revision.



How it works?
Input GuidelinesStep 1

Start by inputting your content guidelines, either as text or 
by providing a YouTube video. Our system extracts key 
elements to use as a benchmark.

Analyze your contentStep 2

Upload your content, and Content Compass will perform 
a comprehensive analysis, comparing your video and its 
transcript against the set guidelines.

Receive Insightful FeedbackStep 3

Get detailed feedback and scores, highlighting how your 
content aligns with the guidelines. Understand the areas 
of excellence and those needing improvement.



TruLens evaluation
All the interactions with the LLM are registered into 
TruLens, so we can ensure the recommendations 
we are giving are: 

Relevant

Grounded

True

Harmless



Why this is big

(1) https://www.precedenceresearch.com/video-streaming-market
(2) https://www.linearity.io/blog/advertising-statistics/

2

Digital advertising 
spending in 2023

$517b

Growing market + Huge ads spending = A lot of content to analyze and compare!

1

Video streaming market size, 2021 to 2030 (USD Billion)

https://www.linearity.io/blog/advertising-statistics/


Business Model
● $/minute 
● $/report generated
● Custom development/support

○ Create specific guidelines for 
companies

○ Develop custom reports
● Leads with Content creators

Roadmap
● More sources (FB, X, TikTok, Web Scraping, 

video upload,Google Drive etc …)
● Pre made guidelines per industry
● Directed analysis (Batch processing)
● Custom Reporting

(e.g: competitors analysis)
● Connectors

(e.g: youtube analytics)



Use cases

(1) https://www.precedenceresearch.com/video-streaming-market
(2) https://www.linearity.io/blog/advertising-statistics/

Social Media Platforms
Is my content adequate, is it aligned 
to the experts guidelines to be 
impactful?

1

Digital Advertising and 
Marketing
Is my content aligned to the 
guidelines of certain platform? How 
is performing against my 
competitors?

2

E-Learning and 
Educational Content
Is my content age appropriate? It 
meet the academic standards?

3

Corporate Compliance
Are all our videos aligned and meeting 
the corporation expectations?

4

News Media and Journalism
Is the content authentic,
veridic and ethic? 
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https://www.linearity.io/blog/advertising-statistics/
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